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Abstract

The failure of current mono language based Speech
Recognition Systems in recognizing mixed language
makes a need arise to establish a mixed system. One
of the important items is how to define a good phone
set in such a mixed system. This paper presents an al-
gorithm on how to determine which two phones should
be merged automatically. A Mandarin&English mixed
Acoustic Model is trained and the algorithm is applied
to define the merged mixed phone set. Test results
show the effectiveness of a mixed system and the algo-
rithm.

1 Introduction

Although Speech Recognition Systems (SRS) performs
successfully in many languages, there are frequent
cases that speakers insert some words or phrases in
a foreign language, for example, when they say some-
thing in IT area, or in a Namedialler system where
some people have Foreign names. That often makes
the mono language based SRS fail with low recognition
accuracy. This kind of phenomenon is called mixed lan-
guages. Unlike multi-lingual system[3], mixed systems
tackles mainly with some embedded foreign words in an
utterance. Meanwhile, nonnative speakers often speak
foreign words with their own accents. The situation
is even worse when the mixed languages are Mandarin
and English, because the mechanism of pronunciation
of the two languages are completely different. Estab-
lishing a mixed language system is very demanding but
difficult.
One of the difficulties in establishing a

mixed language system is speech recognition unit
design, which is always important for a good system.
On one hand, the uniform within a unit and the large

distances across different units are preferred for better
recognition. On the other hand, the unit should
be reasonably small for achievable enough training
samples. There is tradeoff here but in any cases,
similar units within one system may cause confusion
in a recognition task. For mixed languages, there may
be similar units between languages, and should be
merged as one unit. In the work of [2], multi-lingual
phoneme modeling was introduced. The distance
matrix used there depended on the models and the
observations. In order to grasp the real acoustic fea-
tures of one phoneme, a coverage of various realization
of that phoneme should be guranteed in the test sets.
Besides, there is much computation work to do to
calculate each pair of P (Oi/λi) and P (Oi/λj). So this
paper employs a different algorithm which directly
compute the distance between models.
Some model comparison techniques have been pre-

sented and applied to speaker identification[1]. This
paper however addresses an algorithm which could be
employed in phone-set design of a mixed system. Sec-
tion 2 is devoted to describe how the comparison be-
tween two HMM based unit models is done; section 3
addresses the realization of this algorithm; the test re-
sults of applying such algorithm in a mixed language
system is presented in section 4; and section 5 shows
our future work.

2 Algorithm of Model Compari-
son

When a SRS is trained and established, each Phonetic
Unit (PU) could be described as a model. Ideally, such
a model could represent the acoustic features of a PU.
So if two PUs are acoustically similar , the distance be-
tween this two PUs could be small. Therefore, to mea-



sure the similarity between phones, we need to define
the distance of two distinct phones in Models format.
Knowing such distance, the following answers could be
acquired: 1) the phone set is well defined or not? if
not, 2) which two phones are acoustically similar with
each other, and should be merged as one phone. As we
can see in the introduction,it’s a key point to carefully
design a phone set which will cover all the possible
phonetic units ( enough criteria), as well as minimum
confusability between each pair of PUs (necessary cri-
teria).
In each single language, it’s easier to find such a set

of PUs according to the thorough investigation of that
language. For Language 1 (L1) and 2 (L2), such PU
sets are denoted as P1, P2 respectively.
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Then for the L1&L2 mixed language, simply com-
bine PU sets of each language, that is, let Pmix be a
PU set of L1&L2 mixed language, then,

Pmix = P1 ∪ P2

can meet the “Enough” criteria, that is all the PUs in
Pmix can cover all the possible pronunciations of the
target mixed language. We call this set as SS.
But there may exist some phone pi in P1 which is

obviously acoustically similar as pj in P2, such as “b”
in both Chinese and English, and should be merged
as one PU; for some others, they are very specific
for one language only, such as “zh” in Chinese, and
should keep in Pmix as a distinct PU. The difficulty
lies in those subtle ones. Therefore, a distance mea-
sure should be adopted here to calculate the threshold
for merging or not-merging the subtle ones.
Let Dij be the distance between pi

1 and p
j
2, so a

distance matrix could be formed, D = {Dij}MN Then
pi
1 and p

j
2 could be merged if and only if:

pi
1 = argmin

j
Dij and pj

2 = argmin
i
Dij

Now here comes how to define the distance measure of
PU. Currently most SRS are based on some centralized
distributions, for example Gaussians, to represent the
acoustic characters of a PU. Furthermore, the acoustic
character of a PU is influenced by its context infor-
mation. To include the context information , many
systems introduced the concept of Context Dependent

Phone Unit(CDPU)[4]. Such acoustic models can be
described as a layer based structure:

PU : CDPU1, CDPU2, ..., CDPUP

CDPU : c1Prot1 + c2Prot2 + ...+ cKProtK
Prot : any centralized distributions

This paper then developed an algorithm based on the
above model structures . In order to compare phone
units, which are layer based, we have to define a layer-
based distances: 1)Distance between PUs; 2)Distance
between CDPUs(Distributions); 3)Distance between
Prots.

3 A Distance Definition in
Mixed Systems

How to define the above three distances is associated
with the problem context. In this section, the distance
measure will be defined to evaluate the similarity of
different PUs from top to the end layer. In the first
layer, because different PU contains different number
of CDPUs, a mapping technique is adopted to compute
the distance between PUs.

3.1 Distance measure between two PUs
and CDPUs

For arbitrary two PUs, say PU1 and PU2, contains M
and N CDPUs respectively, and denoted as :

PU1 = {CDPU i
1} i = 1, ...,M

PU2 = {CDPU j
2} j = 1, ..., N

First, each CDPU i
1 could be mapped to the near-

est CDPU of the PU2, and this distance between the
above two CDPUs is defined as the distance of PU2 to
CDPU i

1, that is,

D(PU2/CDPU
i
1) = min
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Second, a directional distance measure from PU1 to
PU2 is computed as weighted addition of all the CD-
PUs of PU1:

D(PU2/PU1) =
∑

i

Prob(CDPU i
1/PU1)

·D(PU2/CDPU
i
1) (2)



where Prob(CDPU i
1/PU1) is the probability of occur-

rence of CDPU i
1 while PU1 is present, and could be

calculated as:

Prob(CDPU i
1/PU1) =∑
counts of Prots in CDPU i

1∑
counts of Prots in PU1

(3)

The above equation means if the main pronunciation
(CDPU) in PU1 is acoustically similar with some pro-
nunciation of another PU2, the distance from PU1 to
PU2 is small. However, if we want to merge two PUs,
the distance from PU2 to PU1 should be considered:

D(PU1, PU2) = 0.5(D(PU2/PU1) +D(PU1/PU2))
(4)

For a mixed system, the training scripts covering dif-
ferent phone set are from different data source, so it’s
not appropriate to weighted the directional distances
above. And the following definition guaranteed that
CDPU i

1 can never map to a rare pronunciation of PU2.

D(CDPU j
2/CDPU

i
1) =∞

if count of CDPU j
2 < some value (5)

If we redefine Eq. (1) as

D(PU2/CDPU
i
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i
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The above equation then indicates that distance among
all the possible pronunciations of the two PUs are
considered when determine the distance between PUs,
which is unnecessary in merging PUs because CDPU
is only one realization of PU.
In most SR systems, a CDPU is described by a mix-

ture of Prots and the number of the Prots varies in dif-
ferent CDPU. Therefore, the distance between CDPUs
could be calculated by a similar comparing technique
showed above. However, the CDPU is the weighted ad-
dition of Prots in its nature, so Eq(6) is adopted here
to compute the distance between CDPUs. With no
loss of generality, let us consider the distance between
CDPU1 and CDPU2. Replacing CDPU by Prots in
the above equations, a set of equations is got:
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∑

i
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i
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where ci1 means count of the ith prot in CDPU1.

3.2 Distance measure between two
Prots

From the section 3.1, in order to compute the distance
between CDPUs, then PUs, distance measure between
two Prots should be defined. “Prots” here means any
centralized distribution. Currently, most speech recog-
nition system are based on the Gaussian Mixture, for
example, IBM ViaVoice SRS, so this paper focused on
the distance of Gaussian Prots.
For K-dimension Gaussian distribution, two differ-

ent criteria could be adopted. One is the Euclidean
Distance, the other is log likelihood.
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where w1 = c1/(c1 + c2) and w2 = c2/(c1 + c2) and
ci is the counts of Proti.

4 Tests for a Mixed System

A mixed system has been established based on the al-
gorithm proposed above. This mixed system aims at
recognizing mixed speech of Mandarin and English.
First two sources of training data are used. One is
Mandarin spoken by Chinese, the other is from Amer-
ican English spoken by native people. Mandarin is a
tonsl language, while English is not. To overcome this
difference, a “pitch” feature is extracted and applied
as one dimension of features of all the training data.
In order to compare the performance of

mono language systems and mixed language sys-
tems, two test sets are collected. One is 5 people
whose native language is Mandarin, who speaks 433
utterances in Mandarin (denoted as CN MAN)and
251 utterances in English (denoted as CN ENG); the
other is 7 people who are native Americans and read
1393 utterances in English (denoted as US ENG).
Finally, three tests are carried out. Test 1: two

mono language systems (Mandarin and American En-
glish), which are denoted as ZH and US system respec-



tively ; test 2: mixed system with a SS set of phonetic
units ( called as MX ALL) ; test 3 : mixed system
with a merged phone set applying our proposed dis-
tance measure (MX MER). Table 1-3 have shown the
test results.
Note that SER in the following tables represents

“sentence error rate”. The “ PinYin-like” phone
spellings are used when recognizing the English utter-
ances by ZH.

Table 1: SER (%) of English utterances
ZH US MX ALL MX MER

US ENG NA 4.02 6.96 8.18
CN ENG 73.71 39.44 42.63 27.49

Table 2: SER (%) of Mandarin utterances
ZH MX ALL MX MER

CN MAN 4.06 5.08 4.85

Table 3: SER (%) of mixed utterances
MX ALL MX MER

CN MX 24.42 15.94

5 Discussion and Future Work

From the test results, we could see a mixed language
SRS is effective for the Mandarin&English mixed:
compare with ZH AM, MX ALL achieves relative
57.83% improvment in CN ENG, while the degrada-
tion of CN MAN from ZH to MX ALL is less than
25.12% relatively. And an improvment of recogni-
tion accuracy has been achieved for non-native speak-
ers through merging acoustically similar phone units
across different languages(see table 3): 34.73% rel-
atively improvement is shown in merged phone set
(MX MER) from MX ALL. Euclidean Measure is ad-
poted for this test and one phone from Mandarine –
“AE1” is set to be an example to show the result of our
proposed distance measure. From Figure 1, the closest
phone in US phone set to “AE1” is “ AE”, the second
closest phone is “ EH”, which is compatible with the
linguistic knowledge.

Also from the test results, non-native speakers get
very low speech recognition accuracy (see the second
line in table 1), which mainly due to their foreign
accent. This situation has been improved by using
merged phones. In addition, foreign accent training
data should be collected to put the system into ef-
fect. Besides, it’ll be more reasonable to calculate the
distance between phone units trained by the speak-
ers of the same citizenship, because the mixed system
is aimed at the mixed language spoken by the same
speaker. So our next step will collect Chinese-accent
English, and build the mixed system based on that
training data.
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